
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 

  

Countries 

Pick one country in the world. 

Can you research it and find 

out some fun facts? Can you 

locate the country on a world 

map? Can you draw its flag? 

Citizenship 

Create a poster showing 

others how to be a ‘good 

citizen’ in the world. 

Time Travel 

If you could travel back in 

time, would you visit the 

Romans, the Egyptians, the 

Victorians? Can you dress up 

and do some role play? 

World Landmarks 

Can you design, build or 

create a famous world 

landmark? Think of the Eiffel 

Tower or the Colosseum. Be 

as creative as you can! 

Scotland’s Timeline 

Scotland has a lot of history. 

Can you create a timeline of 

the events in the past and 

present? 

Community Helpers 

Think of a community helper. 

For example a police officer, 

a nurse, a firefighter. Can you 

draw/paint a picture of this 

person helping others? 

Save the Planet 

Make a collage using recycling 

only to help save the planet! 

How creative can you be? 

Animal Adaptation 

Animals adapt to their 

surroundings to help them 

survive. For example Polar 

Bears have thick fur to keep 

them warm. Can you design 

and create a new animal and 

label its adaptations? 

Historical Figures 

Decorate used tin cans or 

kitchen roll tubes to create a 

historical figures from the 

past. 

Capital Cities 

Can you list some capital 

cities? Can you order them 

alphabetically? Can you draw 

their flags? Create a poster 

of your favourite capital city. 

Mapping 

Go for a walk in your local 

area. Make or draw a map of 

your walk. Use anything you 

can find. Lego, paper, boxes, 

drawing, painting etc. Google 

Maps will also help you! 

Transport 

We can travel in different 

ways; by car, helicopter, boat 

etc. Can you design a new 

mode of transport for the 

future? 


